Official Rider for Gregory Boyd with Band
The Gregory Boyd Band is 4 piece musical ensemble unless a prearrange agreement has
been made to include more or less members of the band. This rider will be broken down
into 5 main requirements. If any of the requirements cannot be met new requirements will
be set forth in the contract for the booked performance. This rider will be directed to large
and small venues. We are happy to be working with you and look forward to a great
experience.
GroovesVille Music
Performance Staging Meals
Housing and Meals
Promotion
Cancellation
Pay
1. Performance Staging and Meals
The Gregory Boyd band or Gregory Boyd requires a PA that is comparable for a large
band. The stage setup should access on or off stage safely. For larger and some
smaller venues lighting would be a requirement on both situations a qualified lighting
and sound technician. Gregory Boyd normally records every show with a digital device
of some kind so outputs on the mixing board should be set for recording. Backline is
something that we would require if the performance is more than 4 hours away from
Århus Denmark. Or if there is flying involved in our travel plans. A backline of bass and
guitar amplifiers as well as drums (without cymbals) is the sole responsibility of the
venue large or small outside the 4 hour travel distance. If the performance is an outside
engagement, we ask the venue to secure a full covering over the band due to the steel
drums delicate nature in direct sunlight. We ask that dressing rooms be available for all
sizes of venues. We realize that with respect to dressing rooms this may be a rather
tenious is nature in smaller venues but it would be to our advantage for smaller venues
to secure a room or an area that clothes changing and relaxing before and after sets
can take place. Backstage we require sodas, water,fruit, energy drinks and food items
such as finger sandwiches. After or before the performance whichever is decided we
require a standard meal.

2. Housing and Meals
If Gregory Boyd and Band will stay the night in your area and we agree that you will
pay for accommodations we will require single rooms in a moderately priced 3-4 star
hotel or comparable accommodation. That will offer Breakfast. If venue does not offer
this Gregory Boyd will add this to the baseline cost of the show.

3. Cancellation
If for any reason the performance is cancelled within two weeks of performance of
the show due to the venue we will retain 50% of baseline cost of the show if
cancellation occurs within one week of the show due to the venue Gregory Boyd
and Groovesville music will retain 75% of the baseline. If cancellation occurs due to
any part of Gregory Boyd or GroovesVille our contract is forfeited completely.
4. Promotion
We ask for standard promotion preparation for the performance which will include
hand bills, flyers, internet and Radio and television (If applicable), Gregory Boyd will
supply some postering for the event but since we are not a promotions company we
are limited in what we can supply with respect to your area. However if we must
supply posters for the performance we ask that your venue secure distribution
comparable to the desired turnout. Gregory Boyd is very interested in being
available to any and all promotions activities within reason leading up to the event
either by Facebook or any other social media that your venue uses to
post performances.

5. Pay and Baseline cost
a) We require 50% of basic salary to be paid to Gregory Boyd 2 weeks before decided
concert date and 50% to be paid in Cash after the first set or at the beginning of the night
of the performance NOTE: The initial 50% payment for baseline salaries will be used for
travel and must be received by the Bank of Denmark no later than 2 weeks prior to
travel! Account numbers will be given on receipt of contracts. If there are questions
regarding this Rider please send them to info@gregoryboyd.dk
b) for Door Venues
Gregory Boyd will offer a baseline cost to the venue this cost is for basic
salary, rental vehicles, airfare (if applicable) and fuel. A 60/40 spilt will occur
after your venue has achieved breakeven: 60 to Gregory Boyd and 40 to the
venue
Thank and we are looking forward to working with you and have a great
performance!
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